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Preemie to Toddler: 17 of the
Best Cloth Diapers Around

Charlie Banana diaper.

POSTED BY DIANA ON APRIL 17TH, 2012 AT 10:43 AM

Cloth diapers. Is there anything else
out there that causes such a frenzy
to purchase something your child
makes a giant mess in – usually
within minutes?

And yet, how I love them. We’ve
used them for 2 1/2 years now with
Bella, and before that I cloth
diapered a few of the children I
worked with as a nanny. I
remember being pregnant and
spending HOURS looking for the

right ones – trying to figure out which would fit my yet unborn
daughter and what if I bought the wrong ones?

Side note: buying a few different kinds and trying them for a
while eliminates this problem.

So 30 months later I’m here to tell you which are my faves;
which I’ve had friends swear up and down by, and which one I’d
consider giving up my right arm for. Preemie to potty training,
my husband’s favorites, doing cloth on a budget, and ones that
lasted far beyond what I expected – they’re all here.

And as I’m always looking for new ones to try (especially when
the boys get here and we have a double dose of cloth), feel free
to leave your must have’s in the comments below.

Visit my How to Cloth Diaper page for tips on travel, wash,
wipes, and getting started.

Photo credit above: Charlie Banana Diapers
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GROVIA® NEWBORN AIO
BE STILL MY HEART. FITTING FROM 5-12ISH LBS, THESE ARE
COTTON WITH A TPU OUTSIDE. AND QUITE HONESTLY, MY
FAVORITE BRAND OF DIAPER. THEY COME IN ALL SORTS OF
CUTE PATTERNS. EASY WASH AND WEAR, THEY REALLY DO
NEED TO BE LINE DRIED BECAUSE OF THE ELASTIC.
PHOTO CREDIT AND TO BUY: NATURAL BABY CO.

What are your favorite cloth diapers?

———————

Diana blogs on more on raising a toddler daughter, a surprise
twin pregnancy, being an Army wife, and her crazy life on the
aptly named Hormonal Imbalances.

Smaller glimpses into her day are on Twitter as @lifeasaSAHM
and Facebook.
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This is very helpful, as I’m trying to figure out right now
which cloth diapers to use for my baby (due July). I’m
looking forward to reading the comments to see other
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